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Abstract
We study Einstein metrics on smooth compact 4-manifolds with
an edge-cone singularity of specified cone angle along an embedded
2-manifold. To do so, we first derive modified versions of the Gauss-
Bonnet and signature theorems for arbitrary Riemannian 4-manifolds
with edge-cone singularities, and then show that these yield non-trivial
obstructions in the Einstein case. We then use these integral formulæ
to obtain interesting information regarding gravitational instantons
which arise as limits of such edge-cone manifolds.
1 Introduction
Recall [7] that a Riemannian manifold (M, g) is said to be Einstein if it has
constant Ricci curvature; this is equivalent to requiring that the Ricci tensor
r of g satisfy
r = λg
for some real number λ, called the Einstein constant of g. While one typically
requires g to be a smooth metric onM , it is sometimes interesting to consider
generalizations where g is allowed to have mild singularities. In the Ka¨hler
case, beautiful results [9, 16, 27] have recently been obtained regarding the
situation in which g has specific conical singularities along a submanifold of
real codimension 2. Einstein manifolds with such edge-cone singularities are
the main focus of the present article.
Let M be a smooth n-manifold, and let Σ ⊂ M be a smoothly embedded
(n − 2)-manifold. Near any point p ∈ Σ, we can thus find local coordinates
∗Research supported in part by the Simons Center for Geometry and Physics.
†Research supported in part by NSF grant DMS-0905159.
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(y1, y2, x1, . . . , xn−2) in which Σ is given by y1 = y2 = 0. Given any such
adapted coordinate system, we then introduce an associated transversal polar
coordinate system (ρ, θ, x1, . . . , xn−2) by setting y1 = ρ cos θ and y2 = ρ sin θ.
We define a Riemannian edge-cone metric g of cone angle 2πβ on (M,Σ) to
be a smooth Riemannian metric on M − Σ which, for some ε > 0, can be
expressed as
g = g¯ + ρ1+εh (1.1)
near any point of Σ, where the symmetric tensor field h on M has infinite
conormal regularity along Σ, and where
g¯ = dρ2 + β2ρ2(dθ + ujdx
j)2 + wjkdx
jdxk (1.2)
in suitable transversal polar coordinate systems; here wjk(x)dx
jdxk and uj(x)dx
j
are a smooth metric and a smooth 1-form on Σ. (Our conormal regularity hy-
pothesis means that the components of h in (y, x) coordinates have infinitely
many continuous derivatives with respect to ∂/∂xj , ∂/∂θ, and ρ ∂/∂ρ.) Thus,
an edge-cone metric g behaves like a smooth metric in directions parallel to
Σ, but is modelled on a 2-dimensional cone
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in the transverse directions.
If an edge-cone metric on (M,Σ) is Einstein on M −Σ, we will call it an
Einstein edge-cone metric. For example, when β < 1/3, any Ka¨hler-Einstein
edge metric of cone angle 2πβ, in the sense of [9, 16, 27], can be shown
[27, Proposition 4.3] to be an Einstein edge-cone metric. Another interesting
class, with β = 1/p for some integer p ≥ 2, is obtained by taking quotients of
non-singular Einstein manifolds by cyclic groups of isometries for which the
fixed-point set is purely of codimension 2. Some explicit Einstein edge-cone
metrics of much larger cone angle are also known, as we will see in §5 below.
Because of the wealth of examples produced by such constructions, it seems
entirely reasonable to limit the present investigation to edge-cone metrics,
2
as defined above. However, we do so purely as a matter of exigency. For
example, it is remains unknown whether there exist Einstein metrics with
analogous singularities for which the cone angle varies along Σ. This is an
issue which clearly merits thorough exploration.
The Hitchin-Thorpe inequality [7, 22, 39] provides an important obstruc-
tion to the existence of Einstein metrics on 4-manifolds. If M is a smooth
compact oriented 4-manifold which admits a smooth Einstein metric g, then
the Euler characteristic χ and signature τ ofM must satisfy the two inequal-
ities
(2χ± 3τ)(M) ≥ 0
because both expressions are represented by Gauss-Bonnet-type integrals
where the integrands become non-negative in the Einstein case. Note that
this inequality hinges on several peculiar features of 4-dimensional Rieman-
nian geometry, and that no analogous obstruction to the existence of Einstein
metrics is currently known in any dimension ≥ 4.
In light of the current interest in Einstein metrics with edge-cone singular-
ities, we believe it is interesting and natural to look for obstructions to their
existence which generalize our understanding of the smooth case. Our main
objective here will be to prove the following version of the Hitchin-Thorpe
inequality for edge-cone metrics:
Theorem A Let (M,Σ) be a pair consisting of a smooth compact 4-manifold
and a fixed smoothly embedded compact oriented surface. If (M,Σ) admits
an Einstein edge-cone metric with cone angle 2πβ along Σ, then (M,Σ) must
satisfy the two inequalities
(2χ± 3τ)(M) ≥ (1− β) (2χ(Σ)± (1 + β)[Σ]2) .
To show this, we will cast our net a good deal wider. In §§2–3, we prove
edge-cone generalizations of the 4-dimensional Gauss-Bonnet and signature
formulæ; these results, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, do not involve the Einstein
condition, but rather apply to arbitrary edge-cone metrics on compact 4-
manifolds. We then zero in on the Einstein case in §4, proving Theorem
A and exploring some of its implications. But Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 have
broader ramifications. In §5, we apply them to the study of some explicit
self-dual edge-cone metrics, and explore the remarkable way that certain
gravitational instantons arise as limits of edge-cone manifolds as β → 0.
3
2 Curvature Integrals and Topology
The Euler characteristic χ and signature τ of a smooth compact 4-manifold
M may both be calculated by choosing any smooth Riemannian metric g on
M , and then integrating appropriate universal quadratic polynomials in the
curvature of g. When g has an edge-cone singularity, however, correction
terms must be introduced in order to compensate for the singularity of the
metric along the given surface Σ ⊂M .
Theorem 2.1 Let M be a smooth compact oriented 4-manifold, and let Σ ⊂
M be a smooth compact oriented embedded surface. Then, for any edge-cone
metric g on (M,Σ) with cone angle 2πβ,
χ(M)− (1− β)χ(Σ) = 1
8π2
∫
M
(
s2
24
+ |W |2 − |˚r|
2
2
)
dµ . (2.1)
Theorem 2.2 Let M be a smooth compact oriented 4-manifold, and let Σ ⊂
M be a smooth compact oriented embedded surface. Then, for any edge-cone
metric g on (M,Σ) with cone angle 2πβ,
τ(M) − 1
3
(1− β2)[Σ]2 = 1
12π2
∫
M
(|W+|2 − |W−|2) dµ . (2.2)
Here s, r˚, and W are the scalar curvature, trace-free Ricci tensor, and Weyl
curvature of g, while W+ and W− are the self-dual and anti-self-dual parts
of W , and dµ is the metric volume 4-form. We follow standard conventions
[7] by defining
|˚r|2 := r˚jkr˚jk , |W |2 := 1
4
WjkℓmW
jkℓm
where the factor of 1/4 arises from treating W as an element of Λ2⊗Λ2; the
point-wise norms of W± are defined analogously, so that
|W |2 = |W+|2 + |W−|2 .
The expression [Σ]2 denotes the self-intersection of the homology class of Σ
in H2(M) ∼= H2(M), and coincides with the Euler class of the normal bundle
of Σ, paired with the fundamental cycle of the surface.
We first discovered Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in the context of global-quotient
orbifolds, and we outline a method for deducing the general case from this
4
special one in §3 below. Another workable strategy, which we leave to the in-
terested reader, would be to apply the Gauss-Bonnet and signature theorems
with boundary [4] to the complement of a tubular neighborhood of Σ ∈ M ,
and then take limits as the radius of the tube tends to zero. However, we
will instead begin here by giving a complete and self-contained proof by yet
a third method, of a purely differential-geometric flavor.
For this purpose, observe that, by taking linear combinations, equations
(2.1) and (2.2) are equivalent to the pair of equations
(2χ+ 3τ)(M)− def+(Σ, β) = 1
4π2
∫
M
(
s2
24
+ 2|W+|2 − |˚r|
2
2
)
dµ (2.3)
(2χ− 3τ)(M)− def−(Σ, β) = 1
4π2
∫
M
(
s2
24
+ 2|W−|2 − |˚r|
2
2
)
dµ (2.4)
provided we define the defects def±(M,Σ, β) to be
def±(Σ, β) = 2(1− β)χ(Σ)± (1− β2)[Σ]2 . (2.5)
However, equations (2.3) and (2.4) are interchanged by simply reversing the
orientation of M . To prove Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, it therefore suffices to
prove that (2.3) holds for any edge-cone metric on (M,Σ) with cone angle
2πβ, with defect def+(Σ, β) given by (2.5). We now simplify the problem
further by showing that, for each (M,Σ) and β, it suffices to check that (2.3)
holds for a single edge-cone metric on (M,Σ) of cone angle 2πβ.
Lemma 2.1 Let (M,Σ) be a smooth compact oriented 4-manifold equipped
with a smooth compact oriented embedded surface, and let β be a positive
real number. Fix two real constants a and b, and consider the formula for
(aχ + bτ)(M) obtained by taking the corresponding linear combination of
(2.1) and (2.2). If this formula holds for one edge-cone metric on (M,Σ) of
cone angle 2πβ, it also holds for every other edge-cone metric on (M,Σ) of
the same cone angle.
Proof. The Gauss-Bonnet and signature integrands are multiples of the
4-forms
Φabcd = (⋆R)jk[abRjkcd]
Ψabcd = Rjk[abRjkcd]
5
corresponding to the Pfaffian and second symmetric polynomial of curvature.
Given a one-parameter family
gt := g + t g˙ +O(t
2),
of Riemannian metrics, the t -derivative (at t = 0) of the curvature operator
R : Λ2 → Λ2 is given by
R˙abcd = −2∇[c∇[ag˙b]d] + g˙e[aRb]ecd,
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of g, and where indices are raised and
lowered with respect to g. Thus
Φ˙abcd = −2∇[a|
(
ǫmnjkRmn|cd∇j g˙kb]
)
Ψ˙abcd = −4∇[a|
(Rjk|cd∇j g˙kb])
where the cancellation of the purely algebraic terms is a nice exercise in the
representation theory of SO(4). In other words,
Φ˙ = dφ Ψ˙ = dψ
for 3-forms
φbcd = −(⋆R)jk[bc∇j g˙kd]
ψbcd = −Rjk[bc∇j g˙kd]
which obviously satisfy
|φ|, |ψ| ≤ |R||∇g˙| . (2.6)
Now we have defined an edge-cone metric g on (M,Σ) of cone angle 2πβ
to be a tensor field which is smooth on M −Σ, and which can be written as
g¯+ ρ1+εh for some ε > 0, where h has infinite conormal regularity at Σ, and
where the background metric g¯ takes the form
g¯ = dρ2 + β2ρ2(dθ + ν)2 + gΣ
in suitable transverse polar coordinates, where ν and gΣ are the pull-backs to
a tubular neighborhood of Σ of a smooth 1-form and a smooth Riemannian
metric on Σ. While ρ and θ can be related to a system of smooth coordinates
(y1, y2, x1, x2) by y1 = ρ cos θ, y2 = ρ sin θ, we now set θ˜ = βθ, and introduce
6
new local coordinates on transversely wedge-shaped regions by setting y˜1 =
ρ cos θ˜, y˜2 = ρ sin θ˜. In these coordinates, g¯ simply appears to be a smooth
metric with SO(2)-symmetry around Σ, while the tensor field h still has the
same infinite conormal regularity as before. Thus the first derivatives of the
components of g in (y˜, x) coordinates are smooth plus terms of order ρε, while
the second derivatives are no worse than ρ−1+ε. Since g−1 is also continuous
across Σ, it follows that the Christoffel symbols Γjkℓ of g in (y˜, x) coordinates
are bounded, and that the norm |R|g of the curvature tensor at worst blows
up like ρ−1+ε.
Given two edge-cone metrics g and g′ on (M,Σ) of the same cone angle
2πβ, we first apply a diffeomorphism to (M,Σ) in order to arrange that the
two choices of radius functions ρ and identifications of the normal bundle
of Σ with a tubular neighborhood agree; thus, without interfering with our
curvature integrals, we can assume that the two given choices of g¯ differ only
insofar as they involve different choices of ν and gΣ. The 1-parameter family
gt = (1− t)g+ tg′, t ∈ [0, 1] is then a family of edge-cone metrics on (M,Σ)
of fixed cone angle 2πβ.
We will now show that
∫
M
Φgt and
∫
M
Ψgt are independent of t . To see
this, let us write
d
dt
Φgt = dφt
d
dt
Ψgt = dψt
as above, and notice that (2.6) tells us that
|φt |, |ψt | ≤ Cρ−1+ε
for some positive constants C and ε determined by g and g′, since the first
derivatives of g˙ = g′ − g in (y˜, x) coordinates are bounded. Now let Mδ
denote the complement of a tube ρ < δ around Σ. Then∣∣∣∣ ddt
∫
Mδ
Φgt
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣∫
Mδ
d
dt
Φgt
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣∫
∂Mδ
φgt
∣∣∣∣ < Cδ−1+εVol(3)(∂Mδ, gt) < C˜δε
for some t -independent constant C˜. Integrating in t ∈ [0, 1], we thus have∣∣∣∣∫
Mδ
Φg′ −
∫
Mδ
Φg
∣∣∣∣ < C˜δε ,
and taking the limit δ → 0 therefore yields∫
M
Φg′ =
∫
M
Φg .
7
Replacing φt with ψt similarly proves that
∫
M
Ψg′ =
∫
M
Ψg. Thus, if a given
linear combination of (2.1) and (2.2) is true for some edge-cone metric g, it
is also true for any other edge-cone metric g′ of the same cone angle.
We may thus focus our attention on proving (2.3) for some particular
edge-cone metric for each (M,Σ) and β > 0. For any given metric, let us
therefore adopt the provisional notation
Υ =
(
s2
24
+ 2|W+|2 − |˚r|
2
2
)
dµ (2.7)
for the 4-form appearing as the integrand in (2.3). If g is an edge-cone metric
of cone angle 2πβ on (M,Σ) and if g0 is a smooth metric on M , then (2.3)
is equivalent to the claim that∫
M
(Υg −Υg0) = −4π2 def+(Σ, β) , (2.8)
since integral of Υg0 is 4π
2(2χ+ 3τ)(M) by the standard Gauss-Bonnet and
signature theorems. Of course, if we can actually arrange for g and g0 to
exactly agree on the complement of some tubular neighborhood V of Σ, this
reduces to the statement that∫
V−Σ
(Υg −Υg0) = −4π2 def+(Σ, β)
since Υg−Υg0 is then supported in V, and Σ has 4-dimensional measure zero.
In the proof that follows, we will not only choose g and g0 to be related in
this manner, but also arrange for both of them to be Ka¨hler on V. Now
|W+|2 = s
2
24
for any Ka¨hler metric on a compatibly oriented 4-manifold, so (2.7) simplifies
in the Ka¨hler case to become
Υ =
1
2
(
s2
4
− |˚r|2
)
dµ = ̺ ∧ ̺ (2.9)
where ̺ is the Ricci form. This will reduce the problem to showing that∫
V−Σ
(̺g ∧ ̺g − ̺g0 ∧ ̺g0) = −4π2(1− β)
[
2χ(Σ) + (1 + β)[Σ]2
]
(2.10)
8
and, by exploiting some key properties of the Ricci form, this will follow by
an application of Stokes’ theorem.
Our choice of g0 will involve an auxiliary function F (t), which we will
now construct. First let f : R→ R+ be a smooth positive function with∫ 1
0
f(t)dt =
1
β
(2.11)
such that
f(t) =
{
1/β when t ≤ 1
2
and
tβ−1 when t ≥ 1.
We next define F (t) up to a constant of integration by setting
dF
dt
=
1
t
∫ t
0
f(x)dx , (2.12)
where this definition of course entails that F ′ ≡ 1/β for t ≤ 1/2. Because F
consequently solves the differential equation
d
dt
(
t
dF
dt
)
= f(t) (2.13)
it follows that the smooth, rotationally symmetric metric on the ζ-plane C
with Ka¨hler form
i∂∂¯F (|ζ |2) = if(|ζ |2) dζ ∧ ζ¯ (2.14)
is Euclidean near the origin and coincides with a standard cone of perimeter
angle 2πβ outside the unit disk. Condition (2.11) guarantees that F ′(1) =
1/β, so inspection of the differential equation (2.13) tells us that
F (t) =
tβ
β2
+B
for all t ≥ 1, for a constant of integration B which we may take to vanish.
Proposition 2.1 For any compact oriented pair (M4,Σ2) and any positive
real number β, there is an edge-cone metric g on (M,Σ) with cone angle 2πβ
such that (2.3) holds, with defect def+ given by (2.5).
9
Proof. Choose any metric gΣ on Σ, and remember that, in conjunction with
the given orientation, its conformal class makes Σ into a compact complex
curve; in particular, the area form α of gΣ then becomes its Ka¨hler form. Let
̟ : E → Σ be the normal bundle of Σ ⊂ M , and choose an inner product
〈 , 〉 on E; this reduces the structure group of E to SO(2) = U(1), and
so makes it into a complex line bundle. Next, we choose a 〈 , 〉-compatible
connection ∇ on E whose curvature is a constant multiple of α on each
connected component of Σ. Viewing ∇0,1 as a ∂¯-operator on E then makes it
into a holomorphic line bundle over Σ, in a unique manner that identifies ∇
with the Chern connection induced by 〈 , 〉 and the holomorphic structure.
Thus the curvature of ∇ is −iκα, where the locally constant real-valued
function κ takes the value
κ|Σj =
2π
∫
Σj
c1(E)∫
Σj
α
=
2π [Σj ]
2∫
Σj
α
on the jth connected component Σj of Σ.
We will let t : E → R denote the square-norm function t(v) = ‖v‖2,
and our computations will involve various closed (1, 1)-forms expressed as
i∂∂¯u(t) for various functions u(t). To understand such expressions explicitly,
first choose a local coordinate z on Σ so that near the origin
α = i[1 +O(|z|2)]dz ∧ dz¯,
and then choose a local trivialization of E determined by a local holomorphic
section ξ with vanishing covariant derivative and unit norm at the origin.
Then the function h := ‖ξ‖2 satisfies
h = 1 +O(|z|2), ∂∂¯h = −κ dz ∧ dz¯ +O(|z|),
because −∂∂¯ log h = −iκα is the curvature of E. Thus, introducing a fiber
coordinate ζ associated with the local trivialization, then, near the ζ-axis
which represents the fiber over z = 0, we have
i∂∂¯u(t) = i(tu′)′dζ ∧ dζ¯ − iκ(tu′)dz ∧ dz¯ +O(|z|)
where t = |ζ |2 along the ζ-axis. Since the chosen point z = 0 of Σ was in
fact arbitrary, this calculation of course actually computes i∂∂¯u(t) along any
fiber. For example, consider the (1, 1)-forms
ω = λ̟∗α + i∂∂¯
(
β−2tβ
)
(2.15)
10
and
ω0 = λ̟
∗α + i∂∂¯F (t) (2.16)
on E, for some large positive constant λ, where F is given by (2.11). Explic-
itly, these are given along the ζ-axis of our coordinate system by
ω = itβ−1dζ ∧ dζ¯ + i(λ− κ
β
tβ)dz ∧ dz¯ +O(|z|)
ω0 = if(t)dζ ∧ dζ¯ + i(λ− κtF ′(t))dz ∧ dz¯ +O(|z|)
so, for λ sufficiently large, these are the Ka¨hler forms of Ka¨hler metrics g˜
and g˜0 defined on, say, the region 0 < t < 3. Notice that g˜0 is smooth across
t = 0, and that we have arranged for g˜ and g˜0 to coincide when t > 1. Also
observe that g˜ becomes a genuine edge-cone metric on (M,Σ) after making
the coordinate change ζ = (βρ)1/βeiθ. While one could object that this
coordinate change actually represents a self-homeomorphism of M which is
only smooth away from Σ, this is completely harmless for present purposes,
since the relevant curvature integrals will actually be performed on M − Σ.
We now identify E with a tubular neighborhood U of Σ via some diffeo-
morphism, and, for any real number T > 0, we let UT ⊂ U denote the closed
tubular neighborhood corresponding to the region t ≤ T of E. We then use
a cut-off function to extend g˜ and g˜0 to M as Riemannian metrics, in such
a way that they exactly agree on the complement of U1, but are undamaged
by the cut-off on U2. Calling these extensions g and g0, respectively, we then
see that our basic desiderata have all been fulfilled: g is an edge-cone metric
of cone angle 2πβ on (M,Σ), g0 is a smooth Riemannian metric on M , both
are Ka¨hler on a tubular neighborhood V = IntU2 of Σ, and the two metrics
agree on the complement of a smaller tubular neighborhood U1 of Σ.
Since i times the Ricci form is the curvature of the canonical line bundle,
̺− ̺0 = dϕ (2.17)
where the 1-form
ϕ = i∂ log(V/V0) (2.18)
is defined in terms of the ratio V/V0 = dµg/dµg0 of the volume forms of g
and g0. Thus
̺2 − ̺20 = (̺− ̺0) ∧ (̺+ ̺0) = d (ϕ ∧ [2̺0 + dϕ])
11
and Stokes’ theorem therefore tells us that∫
M−Uǫ
(Υg −Υg0) =
∫
U2−Uǫ
d (ϕ ∧ [2̺0 + dϕ]) = −
∫
Sǫ
ϕ ∧ [2̺0 + dϕ] (2.19)
where the level set Sǫ defined by t = ǫ has been given the outward pointing
orientation relative to Σ. However, relative to the basis provided by the 4-
form −dz ∧ dz¯ ∧ dζ ∧ dζ¯ along the ζ-axis, the volume forms of g and g0 are
represented by the component functions
V = tβ−1(λ− κ
β
tβ) and V0 = (λ− κtF ′(t))f(t)
where the latter simplifies when t < 1
2
to become
V0 = (λ− κ
β
t)β−1 .
Hence the 1-form defined by (2.18) is given by
ϕ = i
(
(β − 1)− κt
β
λ− κ
β
tβ
+
κt/β
λ− κ
β
t
)
∂ log t
in the region U1/2 − Σ. Restricting this to Sǫ, then along the ζ-axis this
expression is just
ϕ =
(
(1− β) + κǫ
β
λ− κǫ
β
ǫβ
− κǫ/β
λ− κ
β
ǫ
)
dθ
=
[
(1− β) +O(ǫmin(1,β))] dθ (2.20)
since ζ =
√
ǫeiθ along the intersection of Sǫ and the ζ-axis. On the other
hand,
dϕ = −i∂∂¯ log(V/V0)
= iκ
(
(β − 1)− κt
β
λ− κ
β
tβ
+
κt/β
λ− κ
β
t
)
dz ∧ dz¯ + U(t)dζ ∧ dζ¯
along the ζ-axis, for some function U(t). Since this calculation is valid along
any fiber, it follows that, for 0 < ǫ < 1,
j∗ǫ dϕ =
[
(β − 1) +O(ǫmin(1,β))] j∗ǫ̟∗(κα)
12
where jǫ : Sǫ →֒ M denotes the inclusion map, and ̟ : E → Σ once again
denotes the bundle projection. Similarly, letting j : Σ →֒ M be the inclusion,
we have
j∗ǫ ̺0 = j
∗
ǫ̟
∗j∗̺0 +O(ǫ)
since ̺0 is smooth across Σ and is invariant under the action of S
1 = U(1)
on E. Integration over the fibers of Sǫ → Σ therefore yields∫
Sǫ
ϕ ∧ [2̺0 + dϕ] = 2π(1− β)
∫
Σ
[2̺0 + (β − 1)κα] +O(ǫ2min(1,β)) (2.21)
by virtue of (2.20). But since ̺0/2π represents c1(T
1,0E) = c1(T
1,0Σ)+c1(E)
in deRham cohomology, and since c1(E) is similarly represented by κα/2π,
we have∫
Σ
[2̺0 + (β − 1)κα] = 2π
[
2
(
c1(T
1,0Σ) + c1(E)
)
+ (β − 1)c1(E)
]
= 2π
[
2c1(T
1,0Σ) + (β + 1)c1(E)
]
= 2π
(
2χ(Σ) + (β + 1)[Σ]2
)
where the boldface Chern classes have been evaluated on the homology class
of Σ. Plugging this into (2.21), we obtain∫
Sǫ
ϕ ∧ [2̺0 + dϕ] = 4π2(1− β)
(
2χ(Σ) + (1 + β)[Σ]2
)
+O(ǫ2min(1,β)) .
Substituting this into (2.19) and taking the limit as ǫ→ 0 thus yields∫
M
(Υg −Υg0) = −4π2(1− β)
[
2χ(Σ) + (1 + β)[Σ]2
]
(2.22)
which is exactly the sought-after identity (2.8) for the particular metrics g
and g0. Applying the Gauss-Bonnet and signature fomulæ to the smooth
metric g0 now transforms (2.22) into
1
4π2
∫
M
Υg = (2χ+ 3τ)(M)− (1− β)
[
2χ(Σ) + (1 + β)[Σ]2
]
which is exactly (2.3), with defect def+(M,Σ) given by (2.5).
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 now follow. Indeed, given any (M,Σ) and β, Propo-
sition 2.1 shows that (2.3) holds for some edge-cone metric g on (M,Σ) of
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cone angle 2πβ, and Lemma 2.1 thus shows that the same is true of any
edge-cone metric on any (M,Σ) for any β. Applying this conclusion to the
orientation-reversed manifold M shows that (2.4) also holds, and taking ap-
propriate linear combinations then proves Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
So far, we have assumed that Σ is oriented, but this is not essential.
Of course, (2.1) makes perfectly good sense even if Σ is non-orientable, but
more must be said about (2.2). As long as M is oriented, the Euler number
of the normal bundle of Σ ⊂ M will have the twisted coefficients needed to
be consistently integrated on Σ, and this normal bundle will therefore have
a well-defined Euler number which counts the zeroes, with multiplicities, of
a generic section. When Σ ⊂ M is non-orientable, we now decree that [Σ]2
is to be interpreted in (2.2) as meaning the Euler number of its normal bun-
dle rather than being defined in terms of homology classes on M . Now this
Euler number can be calculated by passing to an oriented double cover of Σ,
integrating the Euler class of the pull-back, and then dividing by 2; mean-
while, the correction term in (2.2) is represented by an integral supported in
a tubular neighborhood of Σ, so one can similarly compute it by passing to
a double cover of a tubular neighborhood of Σ and then dividing by 2. This
covering trick allows us to prove Theorem 2.2 even when Σ is non-orientable,
and Theorem 2.1 even if neither M nor Σ is orientable.
This observation has a useful corollary. Suppose that M admits an
almost-complex structure J and that Σ ⊂ M is totally real with respect to
J , in the sense that TΣ∩J(TΣ) = 0 at every point of Σ. We now giveM the
orientation induced by J , but emphasize that Σ might not even be orientable.
If e1, e2 is a basis TΣ at some point, we now observe that (e1, e2, Je1, Je2) is
then a reverse-oriented basis for TM . Under these circumstances, the Euler
number of the normal bundle of Σ, in the sense discussed above, therefore
equals −χ(Σ). In light of our previous remarks, we thus obtain a close cousin
of Theorem 2.2:
Proposition 2.2 Let (M,J) be an almost-complex 4-manifold, equipped with
the orientation induced by J , and let Σ ⊂ M be a (possibly non-orientable)
surface which is totally real with respect to J . Then, for any edge-cone metric
g of cone angle 2πβ on (M,Σ),
τ(M) +
1
3
(1− β2)χ(Σ) = 1
12π2
∫
M
(|W+|2 − |W−|2) dµ . (2.23)
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3 Indices and Orbifolds
While the calculations used in §2 suffice to prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2,
they hardly provide a transparent explanation of the detailed structure of
equations (2.1) and (2.2). In this section, we will describe another method
for obtaining these formulæ that makes the edge-cone corrections seem a
great deal less mysterious. For brevity and clarity, we will confine ourselves
to providing a second proof of Theorem 2.2. The same method can also
be used to prove Theorem 2.1, but several more elementary proofs are also
possible in this case.
Our approach is based on the G-index theorem [5], so we begin by recall-
ing what this tells us about the signature operator in four dimensions. If a
finite group G acts on a compact oriented connected 4-manifold X , we can
choose a G-invariant decomposition
H2(M,R) = H+ ⊕H−
of the second cohomology into subspaces on which the intersection form is
positive- and negative-definite; for example, we could equip X with a G-
invariant Riemannian metric gˆ, and let H± consist of those de Rham classes
which self-dual or anti-self-dual harmonic representatives, respectively, with
respect to this metric. For each g ∈ G, we then let g∗ denote the induced
action of g on H2(X,R), and set
τ(g , X) = tr(g∗|H+)− tr(g∗|H−) .
In particular, τ(1, X) coincides with the usual signature τ(X). By contrast,
when g 6= 1, τ(g , X) is instead expressible in terms of the fixed-point set X g
of g . To do this, we first express X g as a disjoint union of isolated fixed points
xj and compact surfaces Σˆk; at each Σˆk, g then acts by rotating the normal
bundle through some angle ϑk, whereas at each isolated fixed point xj , g
acts on TxjX by rotating through angles αj and βj in a pair of orthogonal
2-planes. With these conventions, the 4-dimensional case of the relevant
fixed-point formula [5, Proposition (6.12)] becomes
τ(g , X) = −
∑
j
cot
αj
2
cot
βj
2
+
∑
k
(
csc2
θk
2
)
[Σˆk]
2 (3.1)
where j and k respectively run over the 0- and 2-dimensional components of
the fixed-point set X g .
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LetM denote the orbifoldX/G, and notice that theG-invariant subspace
H2(X,R)G of H2(X,R) can be identified with H2(M,R) via pull-back. Since
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
g∗ : H
2(X,R)→ H2(X,R)G
is the G-invariant projection, and since the cup product commutes with pull-
backs, we therefore have
τ(M) =
1
|G|
τ(X) +∑
g 6=1
τ(g , X)
 . (3.2)
We now specialize our discussion by assuming that the action has a fixed
point, but that no fixed point is isolated. Thus, if G 6= {1}, there must be
at least one fixed surface Σˆk, and the induced action on the normal bundle
of each such Σˆk must be effective. Hence G = Zp for some positive integer p.
Moreover, for each k, the exponentials eiϑk of the rotation angles ϑk appearing
in (3.1) must sweep through all the pth roots of unity as g runs through Zp.
We can therefore rewrite (3.2) as
τ(M) =
1
p
[
τ(X) +
(
p−1∑
k=1
csc2
[
kπ
p
])
[Σˆ]2
]
(3.3)
where Σˆ = XG = ∪kΣˆk. On the other hand, as pointed out by Hirzebruch
[20, §4], the trigonometric sum in (3.3) has an algebraic simplification
p−1∑
k=1
csc2
(
kπ
p
)
=
p2 − 1
3
, (3.4)
as can be proved using the the Cauchy residue theorem.
Now since XZp = Σˆ has been assumed to be purely of codimension 2,
M = X/Zp is a manifold, and comes equipped with a surface Σ ⊂ M which
is the image of Σˆ. Observe, moreover, that [Σ]2 = p[Σˆ]2. Substituting (3.4)
into (3.3) therefore yields
τ(M)− 1
3
(1− p−2)[Σ]2 = 1
p
τ(X) . (3.5)
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However, the usual signature theorem tells us that τ(X) = 1
3
∫
X
p1(TX), and
this allows us to rewrite the right-hand side of (3.5) as
1
p
· 1
12π2
∫
X
(|W+|2 − |W−|2)gˆ dµgˆ = 112π2
∫
M
(|W+|2 − |W−|2)g dµg
because (X− Σˆ, gˆ) is a p-sheeted cover of (M−Σ, g). Since g is an edge-cone
metric on (M,Σ) with β = 1/p, we have therefore obtained a quite different
proof of (2.2) in this special case.
The global quotients with β = 1/p we have just analyzed constitute a
special class of orbifolds. Without recourse to the results in the previous
section, one can similarly show that Theorem 2.2 also applies to arbitrary
orbifolds with singular set of pure codimension 2 and cone angle 2π/p, even
when the spaces in question are not global quotients. As is explained in
Appendix A, the best way of proving this involves the Index Theorem for
transversely elliptic operators, and also yields results in higher dimensions.
We will now assume this more general fact,and see how it leads to a different
proof of Theorem 2.2.
To do so, we revisit the global quotients discussed above, but now turn
the picture upside down by letting M play the role previously assigned to
X . That is, we now assume that there is an effective action of Zq on M with
fixed point set Σ, and set Y = M/Zq. Let ̟ :M → Y be the quotient map,
and let Σˇ = ̟(Σ). Chose an orbifold metric gˇ of cone angle 2π/p on (Y, Σˇ),
and assume, per the above discussion, that (2.2) is already known to hold
for orbifolds. Our previous argument tells us that
τ(Y ) =
1
q
τ(M) +
1
3
(1− q−2) [Σˇ]2
while we also have the formula
τ(Y ) =
1
3
(1− p−2)[Σˇ]2 + 1
12π2
∫
Y
(|W+|2 − |W−|2)gˇ dµgˇ
by assumption. Remembering that [Σˇ]2 = q[Σ]2, we therefore obtain
τ(Y )− 1
3
(
1−
[
q
p
]2)
[Σ]2 = q · 1
12π2
∫
Y
(|W+|2 − |W−|2)gˇ dµgˇ
by straightforward algebraic manipulation. Reinterpreting the right-hand
side as a curvature integral on M for the edge cone metric g = ̟∗gˇ, we thus
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deduce (2.2) for this large class of examples where β = q/p is an arbitrary
positive rational number.
We now consider the general case of Theorem 2.2 with β = q/p ratio-
nal. First, notice that the same elementary trick used in §2 shows that the
the β-dependent correction term in (2.2) can be localized to a neighborhood
of Σ. Moreover, this correction term is additive under disjoint unions, and
multiplicative under covers. Moreover, Lemma 2.1 shows that they are inde-
pendent of the particular choice of metric, so we may assume that the given
edge-cone metric of cone angle 2πq/p is rotationally invariant on a tubular
neighborhood of Σ. Cut out such a tubular neighborhood U of Σ, and con-
sider the isometric Zq-action corresponding to rotation in the normal bundle
of Σ though an angle of 2π/q. We then have an induced free action on the
oriented 3-manifold ∂U . However, the cobordism group for free Zq-actions
is of finite order in any odd dimension [14]. Thus, there is an oriented 4-
manifold-with-boundary Z with free Zq-action, where ∂Z is disjoint union
of, say, ℓ copies of ∂U , each equipped with the original Zq-action. Let M˜ then
be obtained from the reverse-oriented manifold Z by capping off each of its ℓ
boundary components with a copy of U , and notice that, by construction, M˜
comes equipped with a Zq-action whose fixed-point set consists of ℓ copies of
Σ. We extend ℓ copies of the given edge-cone metric g on U to a Zq-invariant
metric g˜ on M˜ . However, Y = M˜/Zq is now a manifold, and g˜ pushes down
to Y as an orbifold metric gˇ of cone angle 2π/p. Our previous argument
for global quotients then shows that (2.1) and (2.2) hold for (Z,
∐ℓ
1Σ), and
additivity therefore shows that the correction terms are as promised for each
of the ℓ identical copies of U . This shows that (2.2) holds for any edge-cone
manifold of cone angle 2πβ, provided that β is a positive rational number
q/p. Multiplicativity of the correction under covers similarly allows one to
drop the assumption that Σ is orientable.
Finally, an elementary continuity argument allows us to extend our for-
mula from rational to real β. Consider a smooth family of edge-cone metrics
on (M,Σ) with SO(2) symmetry about Σ, but with cone angle varying over
the entire positive reals R+. The left- and right-hand sides of (2.2) then
vary continuously as β varies, and their difference vanishes for β ∈ R+ ∩Q.
By continuity, the two sides therefore agree for all β > 0. With the help of
Lemma 2.1, this gives us alternative proofs of Theorem 2.2 and Proposition
2.2.
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4 Edges and Einstein Metrics
As we saw in §2, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are equivalent to the fact that every
edge-cone metric g of cone angle 2πβ on (M,Σ) satisfies
(2χ± 3τ)(M)− def±(Σ, β) = 1
4π2
∫
M
[
s2
24
+ 2|W±|2 − |˚r|
2
2
]
g
dµg (4.1)
for both choices of the ± sign, where
def±(Σ, β) = 2(1− β)χ(Σ)± (1− β2)[Σ]2 .
However, if the edge-cone metric g is Einstein, it then satisfies r˚ ≡ 0, and
the integrand on the right-hand-side of (4.1) is consequently non-negative.
The existence of an Einstein edge-cone metric of cone angle 2πβ on (M,Σ)
therefore implies the topological constraints that
(2χ± 3τ)(M) ≥ def±(Σ, β)
and equality can occur for a given choice of sign only if the Einstein metric
satisfies s ≡ 0 and W± ≡ 0. Since the metric in question also satisfies r˚ ≡ 0
by hypothesis, equality only occurs if Λ± is flat, which is to say that the
metric in question is locally hyper-Ka¨hler, in a manner compatible with the
±-orientation of M . This proves a more refined version of Theorem A:
Theorem 4.1 Let M be a smooth compact 4-manifold, and let Σ ⊂M be a
compact orientable embedded surface. If (M,Σ) admits an Einstein edge-cone
metric of cone angle 2πβ, then (M,Σ) must satisfy the inequalities
(2χ+ 3τ)(M) ≥ (1− β) [2χ(Σ) + (1 + β)[Σ]2] (4.2)
and
(2χ− 3τ)(M) ≥ (1− β) [2χ(Σ)− (1 + β)[Σ]2] . (4.3)
Moreover, equality occurs in (4.2) if and only if g is locally hyper-Ka¨hler,
in a manner compatible with the given orientation of M . Similarly, equality
occurs in (4.3) if and only if g is locally hyper-Ka¨hler, in a manner compatible
with the opposite orientation of M .
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Recall that a Riemannian 4-manifold is locally hyper-Ka¨hler iff it is Ricci-
flat and locally Ka¨hler. Brendle’s recent construction [9] of Ricci-flat Ka¨hler
manifolds with edge-cone singularities of small cone angle thus provides an
interesting class of examples which saturate inequality (4.2).
As a related illustration of the meaning of Theorem 4.1, let us now con-
sider what happens when the cone angle tends to zero.
Corollary 4.2 If (M,Σ) admits a sequence gj of Einstein edge-cone metrics
with cone angles 2πβj → 0, then (M,Σ) must satisfy the two inequalities
(2χ± 3τ)(M) ≥ 2χ(Σ)± [Σ]2
with equality for a given sign iff the L2 norms of both s and W± tend to zero
as j →∞.
For example, let Σ ⊂ CP2 be a smooth cubic curve, and let M be ob-
tained from CP2 by blowing up k points which do not lie on Σ. Considering
Σ as a submanifold of M , we always have 2χ(Σ)+[Σ]2 = 0+32 = 9, whereas
(2χ+ 3τ)(M) = (2χ + 3τ)(CP2)− k = 9− k. Thus, (M,Σ) does not admit
Einstein metrics of small cone angle when k is a positive integer. By contrast,
[27] leads one to believe that (CP2,Σ) should admit Einstein metrics of small
cone angle, and that, as the angle tends to zero, these should tend to pre-
viously discovered hyper-Ka¨hler metrics [6, 40]. This would nicely illustrate
the boundary case of Corollary 4.2.
While many interesting results have recently been obtained about the
Ka¨hler case of Einstein edge metrics with β ∈ (0, 1], the large cone-angle
regime of the problem seems technically intractable. It is thus interesting to
observe Theorem 4.1 gives us strong obstructions to the existence of Einstein
edge-cone metrics with large cone angle, even without imposing the Ka¨hler
condition. Indeed, first notice that dividing (4.2) and (4.3) by β2 and taking
the limit as β →∞ yields the inequalities
0 ≥ −[Σ]2 and 0 ≥ [Σ]2
so that existence is obstructed for large β unless [Σ]2 = 0. Similarly, dividing
the sum of (4.2) and (4.3) by 4β and letting β →∞ yields
0 ≥ −χ(Σ)
so existence for large β is obstructed in most cases:
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Corollary 4.3 Suppose that Σ ⊂ M is a connected oriented surface with
either non-zero self-intersection or genus ≥ 2. Then there is a real number
β0 such that (M,Σ) does not admit Einstein edge-cone metrics of cone angle
2πβ for any β ≥ β0.
Of course, this result does not provide obstructions in all cases, and ex-
amples show that this is inevitable. For example, consider an equatorial
2-sphere S2 ⊂ S4. If S4 is thought of as the unit sphere in R5 = R3 × R2,
we make take our S2 to be the inverse image of the origin under projection
to R2. By taking polar coordinates on this R2, we can thus identify S4 − S2
with B3 × S1. Rotating in the circle factor then gives us a Killing field on
S4, and there is an interesting conformal rescaling of the standard metric ob-
tained by requiring that this conformal Killing field have unit length in the
new metric. What we obtain in this way is a conformal equivalence between
S4− S2 and the Riemannian product H3× S1. More precisely, the standard
metric on S4 now becomes
(sech2 )[h+ dθ2]
where h is the standard curvature −1 metric on H3, and where  : H3 → R
is the distance in H3 from some arbitrary base-point. By a minor alteration,
we then obtain the family
g = (sech2 )[h+ β2dθ2]
of edge-cone metrics on S4 with arbitrary cone angle 2πβ. By setting θ˜ = βθ,
we see that these edge-cone metrics are actually locally isometric to the
standard metric on S4, and so, in particular, are all Einstein; in other words,
these edge-cone metrics are simply obtained by passing to the universal cover
B3 × R of S4 − S2, and then dividing out by some arbitrary translation of
the R factor. Since this works for any β > 0, we see that it is inevitable that
Corollary 4.3 does not apply to genus zero surfaces of trivial self-intersection.
The above edge-cone metrics g can be obtained from the family
g0 = β
−1h+ β dθ2
by a suitable conformal rescaling. In the next section, we will see that this
can be interestingly generalized by replacing the constant function V = β−1
with a harmonic function, and by replacing the flat circle bundle H3 × S1
with a principal U(1)-bundle over H3 which is equipped with a connection
whose curvature is the closed 2-form ⋆dV .
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5 Edges and Instantons
In this section, we will study families of self-dual edge-cone metrics on 4-
manifolds, and observe that these metrics are interestingly related to certain
gravitational instantons. For our purposes, a gravitational instanton will
mean a complete non-compact Ricci-flat Riemannian 4-manifold which is
both simply connected and self-dual, in the sense that W− = 0. Note that
such spaces are necessarily hyper-Ka¨hler, but that the orientation we will
give them here is opposite the one induced by the hyper-Ka¨hler structure.
As indicated at the end of §4, we will begin by considering a construction
[33], called the hyperbolic ansatz, that builds explicit self-dual conformal
metrics out of positive harmonic functions on regions of hyperbolic 3-space.
To this end, let U ⊂ H3 be an open set in hyperbolic 3-space, and let
V : U → R+ be a function which is harmonic with respect to the hyperbolic
metric h. The 2-form ⋆dV is then closed, and we will furthermore suppose
that the deRham class [(⋆dV )/2π] represents an integer class in H2(U ,R).
The theory of Chern classes then guarantees that there is a principal U(1)-
bundle P → U which carries connection 1-form Θ of curvature dΘ = ⋆dV .
We may then consider the Riemannian metric
g0 = V h + V
−1Θ2 (5.1)
on the total space P of our circle bundle. Remarkably, this metric is auto-
matically self-dual with respect to a standard orientation of P. Since this
last condition, that W− = 0, is conformally invariant, multiplying g0 by any
positive conformal factor will result in another self-dual metric. For shrewd
choices of V and the conformal factor, interesting compact self-dual edge-cone
manifolds can be constructed in this way. Indeed, one can even sometimes
arrange for the resulting edge-cone metric to also be Einstein.
We already considered the case of constant V at the end of §4. To obtain
something more interesting, we now choose our potential to be
V = β−1 +
n∑
j=1
Gpj (5.2)
where β is an arbitrary positive constant, p1, . . . , pn ∈ H3 are distinct points
in hyperbolic 3-space, and where Gpj are the corresponding Green’s functions.
For simplicity, we will use the same conformal rescaling
g = β(sech2 )g0
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that was used in §4, where  denotes the distance from some arbitrary base-
point in H3. The metric-space completion M = P ∪ Σ ∪ {pˆj} of (P, g) then
carries a natural smooth structure making it diffeomorphic to the connected
sum
nCP2 = CP2# · · ·#CP2︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
and g then extends toM as an edge-cone metric with cone angle 2πβ along a
surface Σ ≈ S2 of self-intersection n. Indeed, β = 1, this exactly reproduces
the self-dual metics on nCP2 constructed in [33]. For general β, the picture
is essentially the same; metric-space completion adds one point pˆj for each of
the base-points pj, and a 2-sphere Σ corresponding to the 2-sphere at infinity
of H3. By the same argument used in [33, p. 232], the metric g extends
smoothly across the pˆj . By contrast, we obtain an edge-cone metric of cone-
angle β along Σ, because our potential V is asymptotic to the constant choice
considered in §4. Since these edge-cone metrics satisfy W− = 0, Theorem 2.2
tells us that they also satisfy
1
12π2
∫
nCP2
|W+|2dµ = τ(nCP2)− 1
3
(1− β2)[Σ]2 = n(2 + β
2)
3
. (5.3)
The n = 1 case has some special features that make it particularly inter-
esting. The potential becomes
V = β−1 +
1
e2 − 1 (5.4)
and (5.1) can then be written explicitly as
g0 = V
[
d2 + (4 sinh2 )(σ21 + σ
2
2)
]
+ V −1σ23 (5.5)
where  represents the hyperbolic distance from the point p = p1, and {σj}
is a left-invariant orthonormal co-frame for S3 = SU(2). Remarkably, the
alternative representative
g˜ = 4β−1[(2− β) cosh + β sinh ]−2g0 (5.6)
of the conformal class is then Einstein, with Einstein constant λ = 3
2
β2(2−β),
as follows from [34, Equation (2.1)] or [25, §9]. Demanding that g define a
metric for all  ≥ 0 imposes the constraint1 that β < 2. The resulting family
1 By contrast, when β > 2, restricting (5.6) to the 4-ball  < tanh−1(1−2/β) produces
a family of complete self-dual Einstein metrics originally discovered by Pedersen [38].
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of edge-cone metrics on (CP2,CP1) of cone angle 2πβ, β ∈ (0, 2), coincides
with the family constructed by Abreu [1, §5] by an entirely different method.
Notice that, as a special case of (5.3), these metrics satisfy
1
12π2
∫
CP2
|W+|2dµ = 2 + β
2
3
(5.7)
whether we represent the conformal class by g or, when β ∈ (0, 2), by g˜.
When β = 1, g˜ is just the standard Fubini-Study metric on CP2. On
the other hand, the β → 0 and β → 2 limits of g˜ give us other celebrated
metrics. For example, introducing the new radial coordinate r =
√
coth ,
lim
β→2
g˜ =
dr2
1− r−4 + r
2
[
σ21 + σ
2
2 + (1− r−4)σ23
]
(5.8)
which is the usual formula for the Eguchi-Hanson metric [17, 18], a celebrated
complete self-dual Einstein metric on the manifold TS2; however, (5.8) has
arisen here as a metric on SU(2)× (1,∞) rather than on SO(3)× (1,∞), so
this version of Eguchi-Hanson is actually actually a branched double cover
of the usual one, ramified along the zero section of TS2. On the other hand,
after introducing a new radial coordinate r = β−1, the point-wise coordinate
limit
lim
β→0
g˜ =
(
1 +
1
2r
)[
dr2 + 4r2(σ21 + σ
2
2)
]
+
(
1 +
1
2r
)−1
σ23
is the Taub-NUT metric [18, 32], a complete non-flat hyper-Ka¨hler metric on
R4. Similarly, by choosing suitable sequence of centers {pj} and conformal
rescalings, there are β → 0 limits of our conformal metrics on nCP2 which
converge to
gmulti = V˜ dx
2 + V˜ −1Θ˜2 (5.9)
where dx2 is the Euclidean metric on R3, the harmonic function
V˜ = 1 +
n∑
j=1
1
2rj
is expressed in terms of the Euclidean distances rj from the p˜j , and where
dΘ˜ = ⋆dV˜ . The metric (5.9) is a famous gravitational instanton called the
multi-Taub-NUT metric [18, 32, 36].
If we are cavalier about interchanging integrals and limits, these obserav-
tions provide some interesting information regarding the above gravitational
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instantons. For example, the standard Eguchi-Hanson space EH should sat-
isfy
1
12π2
∫
EH
|W+|2dµ = lim
β→2−
1
2
(
2 + β2
3
)
= 1
with respect to the orientation for which W− = 0; here the factor of 1/2
stems from the fact that EH is a Z2-quotient of CP2 − {p}. Because the s,
W− and r˚ pieces of the curvature tensor R all vanish for EH, the L2 norm
squared of the curvature of the Eguchi-Hanson instanton should therefore be
given by ∫
EH
|R|2dµ =
∫
EH
|W+|2dµ = 12π2. (5.10)
Similarly, the Taub-NUT gravitational instanton TN should satisfy
1
12π2
∫
TN
|W+|2dµ = lim
β→0+
[τ(CP2)− 1
3
(1− β2)[CP1]2] = 2
3
when oriented so that W− = 0. In particular, the L
2 norm squared of the
curvature tensor of the Taub-NUT space is given by∫
TN
|R|2dµ =
∫
TN
|W+|2dµ = 8π2. (5.11)
Similar thinking predicts that the n-center multi-Taub-NUT metric will have∫
|R|2dµ =
∫
|W+|2dµ = 12π2 lim
β→0+
n(2 + β2)
3
= 8π2n . (5.12)
All of these interchanges of integrals and limits can in fact be rigorously
justified by a careful application of the the dominated convergence theorem.
Rather than presenting all the tedious details, however, we will instead simply
double-check these answers later, using a more direct method.
The self-dual Einstein edge-cone metrics on (CP2,CP1) given by (5.6)
are invariant under the action of SU(2) on CP2 = C
2 ∪ CP1. However,
there is a remarkable second family of self-dual Einstein edge-cone metrics
on (CP2,RP
2) which are invariant under a different action of SU(2) on CP2,
namely the action of SO(3) = SU(2)/Z2 on CP2 gotten by thinking of it
as the projective space of C ⊗ R3. These metrics, which were discovered
by Hitchin [26, 24, 25]. The starting point of Hitchin’s investigation was a
reduction, due to Tod [41], of the self-dual Einstein equations with SU(2)
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symmetry to an ordinary differential equation belonging to the Painleve´ VI
family. He then finds a specific family of solutions depending on an integer
k ≥ 3 which have the property that the corresponding twistor spaces are
(typically singular) algebraic varieties, and then shows [26, Proposition 5]
that the resulting Einstein manifold compactifies as an edge-cone metric on
(CP2,RP
2) of cone angle 4π/(k−2); he phrases this assertion in terms of the
Z2-quotient of this metric by complex conjugation, which is then an orbifold
metric on S4 with an edge-cone singularity of cone-angle 2π/(k − 2) along a
Veronese RP2 ⊂ S4. When β = 1, Hitchin’s metric is just the Fubini-Study
metric, while for β = 2 it is just a branched double cover of the standard
metric on S4. The corresponding solutions of Painleve´ VI can be explicitly
expressed in terms of elliptic functions, and Hitchin observes in a later paper
[25, Remark 2, p. 79] that, in principle, solutions for non-integer k should also
give rise to a self-dual Einstein edge-cone metrics on (CP2,RP
2), although
he does not try to determine precisely which cone angles 2πβ can actually
arise in this way. However, since RP2 ⊂ CP2 is totally real, Proposition 2.2 is
perfectly adapted to the study of Hitchin’s self-dual edge-cone metrics, and
tells us that they necessarily satisfy∫
CP2
|W+|2dµ = 12π2[τ(CP2) + 1
3
(1− β2)χ(RP2)] = 4π2(4− β2) .
We thus see that the constraint β ≤ 2, corresponding to k ≥ 3, is both
natural and unavoidable.
The SU(2)-action on CP2 which preserves Hitchin’s metrics has two 2-
dimensional orbits, namely the RP2 where the edge-cone singularity occurs,
and a conic C ⊂ CP2 where the metric is smooth; in the S4 = CP2/Z2
model, C projects to another Veronese RP2 = C/Z2. Hitchin now normalizes
his metrics so that C has area π for each β, and asks what happens when
β = 2/(k− 2)→ 0. He then shows [26, Proposition 6] that this k →∞ limit
is precisely the Atiyah-Hitchin gravitational instanton. Here we need to be
rather precise, because there are really two different versions of the Atiyah-
Hitchin instanton. The better known version, which we shall call AH, was
constructed [2] as the moduli space M02 of solutions of the SU(2) Bogomolny
monopole equations on R3 with magnetic charge 2 and fixed center of mass.
With this convention, AH is diffeomorphic to a tubular neighborhood of
the Veronese RP2 in S4, and so has fundamental group Z2. Its universal
cover A˜H is therefore also a gravitational instanton, and is diffeomorphic to
a tubular neighborhood of a conic C in CP2; thus, A˜H is diffeomorphic both
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to CP2 − RP2 and to the O(4) line bundle over CP1. If we regard Htichin’s
metrics as edge-cone metrics on (CP2,RP
2), he then shows that they converge
to A˜H as k → ∞. Interchanging limits and integration as before thus leads
us to expect that ∫
A˜H
|W+|2dµ = lim
βk→0+
4π2(4− β2k) = 16π2
so that ∫
A˜H
|R|2dµ = 16π2 , (5.13)
and hence that ∫
AH
|R|2dµ = 1
2
∫
A˜H
|R|2dµ = 8π2 . (5.14)
While this argument can again be made rigorous using the dominated con-
vergence theorem, we will instead simply double-check these answers by a
second method which fits into a beautiful general pattern.
So far, we have been using the signature formula (2.2) to compute the L2-
norm of the self-dual Weyl curvature for interesting edge-cone metrics, and
then, by a limiting process, have inferred the L2-norm of the Riemann cur-
vature for various gravitational instantons, as W+ is the only non-zero piece
of the curvature tensor for such spaces. However, we could have instead pro-
ceeded by considering the Gauss-Bonnet formula (2.1) for edge-cone metrics.
In this case, we have
lim
β→0
∫
M
[|R|2 − |˚r|2] dµ = 8π2 lim
β→0
[χ(M)− (1− β)χ(Σ)] = 8π2χ(M − Σ) .
Since the limit metric is Einstein, we thus expect any gravitational instanton
(X, g∞) obtained as a β → 0 limit to satisfy∫
X
|R|2dµ = 8π2χ(X) (5.15)
because the underlying manifold of the instanton isX =M−Σ. For example,
the simply-connected Atiyah-Hitchin space A˜H deform-retracts to S2, and
so has Euler characteristic 2; thus, its total squared curvature should, as
previously inferred, be 16π2. Similarly, the Taub-NUT metric lives on the
contractible space R4, which has Euler characteristic 1, and so is expected
to have
∫ |R|2dµ = 8π2, in agreement with our previous inference.
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These same answers can be obtained in a direct and rigorous manner by
means of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem with boundary. Indeed, if (Y, g) is any
compact oriented Riemannian 4-manifold-with-boundary, this result tells us
χ(Y ) =
1
8π2
∫
Y
(
|R|2 − |˚r|2
)
µg +
1
4π2
∫
∂Y
[
2 det(^) + 〈^, Rˆ〉
]
da (5.16)
where ^ and da are the the second fundamental form and volume 3-form
of the boundary ∂Y , is the of the boundary, and Rˆ is the symmetric tensor
field on ∂Y gotten by restricting the ambient curvature tensor R and then
using the 3-dimensional Hodge star operator to identify ⊙2Λ2 and ⊙2Λ1 on
this 3-manifold. One can prove (5.16) simply by following Chern’s proof of
the generalized Gauss-Bonnet theorem, using Stokes theorem to count the
zeroes, with multiplicities, of a generic vector field on Y that is an outward
pointing normal field along ∂Y . The proof in [13] then goes through without
changes, except that there is now a non-trivial contribution due to ∂Y .
The best-known class of gravitational instantons consists of ALE (Asymp-
totically Locally Euclidean) spaces. For such a space X , there is a compact
setK such thatX−K is diffeomorphic to (R4−B)/Γ for some finite subgroup
Γ ⊂ SU(2), in such a manner that the metric is given by
gjk = δjk +O(r
−2)
where r is the Euclidean radius, with coordinate derivatives ∂kg commen-
surately falling off like r−2−k. In particular, a ball of radius r has 4-volume
∼ r4, and the Riemannian curvature falls off like |R| ∼ r−4. Moreover, the
hypersurface r = const has 3-volume ∼ r3 and |^| ∼ r−1. If we let Y ⊂ X be
the region r ≤ C and then let C →∞, we thus see that the only significant
boundary contribution in (5.16) comes from the det^ term. In the limit,
it is thus easy to show that the boundary terms just equals 1/|Γ| times the
corresponding integral for the standard 3-sphere S3 ⊂ R4. Thus, any ALE
instanton satisfies [10, 28, 37]∫
X
|R|2dµ = 8π2
(
χ(X)− 1|Γ|
)
. (5.17)
For example, when X is the Eguchi-Hanson instanton EH, χ = 2 and |Γ| = 2,
so the total squared curvature is 12π2, as previously predicted by (5.10).
The Taub-NUT space is the prototypical example of an asymptotically
locally flat (ALF) gravitational instanton. For such spaces, the volume of a
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large ball has 4-volume ∼ r3, while curvature falls off like r−3. The hyper-
surface r = const has 3-volume ∼ r2, with |^| ∼ r−1 and det^ ∼ r−4. Thus
the boundary contribution in (5.16) tends to zero as r → ∞, and any ALF
instanton therefore satisfies the simpler formula [15, 28]∫
X
|R|2dµ = 8π2χ(X) (5.18)
previously seen in (5.15). For example, the Taub-NUT instanton has χ = 1,
so its total squared curvature 8π2, as predicted by (5.11). The Atiyah-Hitchin
gravitational instanton is also ALF; in fact, it is asymptotic to Taub-NUT
with a negative NUT parameter [2]. Thus A˜H, with an Euler characteristic
of 2, has total squared curvature 16π2, while its Z2-quotient AH, with an
Euler characteristic of 1, has has total squared curvature 8π2. Note that
these conclusions coincide with the predictions of (5.13) and (5.14).
A classification of complete hyper-Ka¨hler ALE 4-manifolds was given by
Kronheimer [30, 31]; up to deformation, they are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the Dynkin diagrams of type A, D, and E. For example, the
Dynkin diagram A1 corresponds to the Eguchi-Hanson metric, and, more
generally, the Dynkin diagrams Ak correspond to the multi-Eguchi-Hanson
metrics independently discovered by Hitchin [23] and by Gibbons-Hawking
[18]. Each Dynkin diagram represents a discrete subgroup Γ of SU(2), and
these groups are then realized as the fundamental group of the 3-dimensional
boundary at infinity of the corresponding 4-manifold. The diagram also ele-
gantly encodes the diffeotype of the corresponding 4-manifold, which is ob-
tained by plumbing together copies of TS2, with one 2-sphere for each node,
and with edges of the diagram indicating which pairs of 2-spheres meet. In
particular, the number k of nodes in any given diagram is the second Betti
number b2 of the instanton, which consequently has χ = k + 1.
For each diagram of type A or D, there is also an associated ALF in-
stanton. These ALF partners are diffeomorphic to the corresponding ALE
instantons, but their geometry at infinity resembles Taub-NUT/Γ instead of
a Euclidean quotient R4/Γ. In the Ak cases, these spaces are just the multi-
Taub-NUT metrics of (5.9), with n = k+1 centers; our heuristic calculation
(5.12) of their total squared curvature thus confirmed by (5.18), since these
spaces have χ = n. The Dk metrics were constructed explicitly by Cherkis
and Hitchin [11], building on earlier existence arguments of Cherkis and Ka-
pustin [12]. The fact that these metrics really are ALF follows from results
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due to Gibbons-Manton [19] and Bielawski [8]. Table 1 gives a compilation
of the total squared curvature of these important spaces.
Of course, several of the gravitational instantons we have discussed do
not appear on Table 1; the Taub-NUT space TN and the Atiyah-Hitchin
manifolds AH and A˜H are nowhere to be found. Of course, one might decree
[11] that TN is the ALF entry across from the fictitious diagram A0, or that
AH is the ALF entry associated with the make-believe diagram D0; but to
us, this is less interesting than the general point that that
∫ |R|2dµ = 8π2χ
for complete Ricci-flat 4-manifolds with ALF asymptotics.
There is a large realm of gravitational instantons which have slower vol-
ume growth, but still have finite topological type. Cherkis [?] has proposed
sorting these into two classes: the ALG spaces, with at least quadratic vol-
ume growth, and the ALH instantons, with sub-quadratic volume growth.
For example, Tian and Yau [40] constructed hyper-Ka¨hler metrics on the
complement of an anti-canonical divisor on any del Pezzo surface; these met-
rics have volume growth ∼ r4/3, and so are of ALH type. For these examples,
one has enough control at infinity to see that the boundary term in (5.16)
becomes negligeable at large radii, so that the pattern
∫ |R|2dµ = 8π2χ con-
tinues to hold. Presumably, this pattern will also turn out to hold for all
gravitational instantons of type ALG and ALH.
Many gravitational instantons do seem to arise as limits of edge-cone
Einstein metrics. For instance, the results of [27] strongly suggest that the
ALH examples of Tian-Yau are β → 0 limits of Ka¨hler-Einstein edge-cone
metrics; proving this, however, would entail first establishing a suitable lower
bound for the K-energy. It would obviously be interesting to prove the exis-
tence of sequences of Einstein edge-cone metrics which tend to other known
examples of gravitational instantons. On the other hand, one might hope
to construct new examples of gravitational instantons as Gromov-Hausdorff
limits of suitable sequences of 4-dimensional Einstein edge-cone manifolds.
While some features of weak convergence for smooth Einstein metrics [?, ?]
may carry over with little change, it seems likely that the introduction of
edge-cone singularities may involve some serious technical difficulties. Our
hope is that the regime of small β will nonetheless prove to be manageable,
and that the theory that emerges will lead to new insights concerning pre-
cisely which gravitational instantons arise as β → 0 limits of Einstein spaces
with edge-cone singularities.
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Group at Infinity
∫ |R|2dµ
Dynkin Diagram Γ ⊂ SU(2) |Γ| ALE ALF
Ak t . . . t t t cyclic k + 1 8π
2
(
k + 1− 1
k+1
)
8π2(k + 1)
Dk t . . . t t t
t
dihedral∗ 4k − 8 8π2 (k + 1− 1
4k−8
)
8π2(k + 1)
E6 t
t
t t t t tetrahedral∗ 24 8π2
(
7− 1
24
)
—
E7 t t
t
t t t t octohedral∗ 48 8π2
(
8− 1
48
)
—
E8 t t t
t
t t t t dodecahedral∗ 120 8π2
(
9− 1
120
)
—
Table 1: Total Squared Curvature of ALE & ALF Gravitational Instantons
A Appendix
The proof outlined in §3 involves the use of the signature theorem for orb-
ifolds. We will now indicate how this can be deduced from the theory of
transversally elliptic operators developed in [3]. For further details, see [29].
Let X be a compact manifold equipped with the action of a compact Lie
groupG. A differential operator D between vector bundles onX is said to be
transversally elliptic if it isG-invariant, and its restriction to any submanifold
transverse to a G-orbit is elliptic. A trivial but important example arises
when G acts freely on X , so that X/G is itself a manifold; in this case, a
transversally elliptic operator is essentially just an elliptic operator on X/G.
For us, the case of primary interest occurs when the action of G has only
finite isotropy groups. In this case, X/G is an orbifold.
The index of such a transversally elliptic operator D is an invariant dis-
tribution on G. Equivalently, the index is given by an infinite series
ind(D) =
∑
λ
aρχρ (A.1)
where ρ runs over the irreducible representations of G, χρ is the character
of ρ and the multiplicities aρ do not grow too fast. If D is fully elliptic,
then the sum in (A.1) is finite. In general, however, it may be infinite; for
example, if X = G is equipped with the left action of G on itself, and if D is
the zero operator, then aλ = dimχλ and (A.1) just becomes the Peter-Weyl
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decomposition of L2(G).
A general procedure for computing the index of D is described in [3]. Some
of the key points are:
(i) The distribution ind(D) only depends [3, Theorem (2.6)] on the K-
theory class of the symbol of D in the group KG(T
∗
G
X), where T ∗
G
X
is the subspace of the cotangent bundle T ∗X annihilated by the Lie
algebra of G (i.e. “transverse” to the G-orbits).
(ii) The distribution ind(D) is supported [3, Theorem (4.6)] by the conju-
gacy classes of all elements of G that have fixed points in X .
(iii) Furthermore, ind(D) is covariant [3, Theorems (4.1) and (4.3)] with
respect to embeddings G →֒ H and X →֒ Z.
(iv) For a connected Lie group G, computation of ind(D) can be reduced
[3, Theorem (4.2)] to the case of a maximal torus T, replacing X by
X ×G/T.
(v) When G has only finite isotropy groups, the transverse signature oper-
ator is transversally elliptic. Its index equals the signature [3, Theorem
(10.3)] of the rational homology manifold X/G.
(vi) If, in (v), G is a torus, then the signature of X/G can be expressed in
cohomological terms involving the (finitely many) fixed point sets X g
for g ∈ T. This formula coincides with the Lefschetz Theorem formula
(3.9) of [5].
(vii) Using (iv), the signature formula (vi) extends to allG by using standard
results about the flag manifold G/T.
In the special case when dimX = 4, the signature formula for an orbifold is
just equation (3.1), which is what we need in this paper. However the general
theory also applies to the higher-dimensional case, when dimX = 4k.
It remains to explain how the signature theorem for an (oriented) orbifold
M can be derived from this theory of transversally elliptic operators. In
fact, we only need the special case when M = X/G is the quotient of a
manifold by a compact group G acting with only finite isotropy groups. The
key observation (not widely known, but used already in [29]) is that the
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oriented frame bundle of any oriented orbifold is a smooth manifold P ; we
can thus just take X = P and G = SO(n). We just need to to verify
that P is a manifold, and that SO(n) acts on it with only finite isotropy.
This problem is essentially local, we may assume that M = Γ\U , where the
finite group Γ ⊂ SO(n) acts on U ≈ Rn by left multiplication; moreover,
there is a trivialization P (U) ∼= U × SO(n) such a manner that Γ acts
freely on SO(n) on the left, thus commuting with the natural right action by
SO(n). We now see that P (M) = Γ\P (U) is therefore a manifold, and that
M = P (M)/SO(n). Furthermore, every isotropy group of the SO(n) action
on P (M) is now a subgroup of some isotropy group for the right action of
SO(n) on Γ\SO(n), and so is conjugate to a subgroup of Γ.
Much of our discussion generalizes nicely to higher dimensions. The G-
signature theorem [5, (6.12)] gives an explicit cohomological formula for the
signature τ(g , X), for any g ∈ G, in terms of its fixed point set X g . When
Y = X g is of codimension 2 with normal cone angle β = 2π/p, p an integer,
the contribution of Y becomes{
22k−1L (Y ) coth(
y + iβ
2
)
}
[Y ] (A.2)
where L is the stable characteristic class given by
L =
∑
Lr(p) =
∏ xi/2
tanhxi/2
(A.3)
which is essentially the Hirzebruch L-series with x/2 for x. Here, y denotes
the first Chern class of the normal bundle of Y ⊂ X .
The “defect” contribution of Y to the signature τ(X) is given by replacing
β by rβ, 1 ≤ r < p in (A.2), summing over r and dividing by p. This gives
an explicit polynomial in y and the Pontrjagin classes of Y , depending on β.
In the k = 1 case, where dimX = 4, we recover the formula (3.1).
Finally, one can extend this formula to all β > 0 , and thereby compute the
signature defect due to any edge-cone singularity along Y . To do this, we
proceed as before, first obtaining a formula for rational values of β = q/p,
and then extending it to all real values by continuity.
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